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ABSTRACT 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a division ring D, where D is 
finite-dimensional over its center F. Suppose T is a semi-linear transformation on V 
with associated automorphism u of D. The centralizer of 2’ is the ring C(T) of all 
linear transformations on V which commute with T. If u’ is the identity on D for 
some r > 1 and no smaller positive power of u is an inner automorphism, then the 
center of C (T) is computed to be polynomials in T’ with coefficients from F,, where 
F, is the subfield of F left elementwise fixed by u. A matrix version of this theorem is 
also given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A classical theorem in linear algebra is the following: Let T be a linear 
transformation on a finite-dimensional vector space V over a field F. If S is a 
linear transformation on V which commutes with every linear transformation 
which commutes with T, then S is a polynomial in T with coefficients from 
F. W. L. Werner [4] has generalized this double-centralizer theorem to the 
case where T is a linear transformation on a finite-dimensional vector space 
V over a division ring D and D is finite-dimensional over its center F. 
Werner’s argument reduces the division-ring case to the field case by way of 
the tensor product. It is the goal of this paper to extend Werner’s results to a 
certain class of semi-linear transformations. Our argument, similar to the 
field-case argument found in Jacobson [2], gives a new proof of Werner’s 
theorem. 
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2. THE SETTING 
Let D be a finite-dimensional division algebra over its center F, and 
suppose (I is an automorphism of D. We shall denote by F, the subfield of F 
left elementwise fixed by (I. Our assumption on u throughout this paper is 
that there exists a positive integer r such that (I is the identity map on D and 
no smaller positive power of u is an inner automorphism of D. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional (left) vector space over D. We recall that a 
mapping T: V+ V is a semi-linear transformation on V with associated 
automorphism u if for every v, w E V, d ED, we have 
T(v+w)=T(v)+T(w), 
T(h)= CT(v). 
For properties of semi-linear transformations see Jacobson [3, Chapter 21. 
The centralizer of the semi-linear transformation T on V is the ring C(T) of 
all linear transformations on V which commute with T. We note that 
polynomials in T’ with coefficients from F, belong to the center of C(T), 
and we shall prove that this is the entire center of C(T). 
If T is a linear transformation on V, i.e., if u = 1, then Werner’s theorem 
implies that the center of C (T) equals the centralizer of C (T) in End,(V). 
If T is not a linear transformation, then T is not an element of C(T), and the 
center of C (T) need not equal the centralizer of C (T) in End,(V), as the 
following simple example shows. Let V be a one-dimensional vector space 
over the complex numbers C, and let u be the complex-conjugation map on 
C.Ifv#O~V,defineT:V~VbyT(cv)=c”v,cEC.OnechecksthatC(T) 
is isomorphic to the real field, whereas the centralizer of C (T) in End,(V) is 
isomorphic to C. 
Throughout this article D, u, F,,, V and T will remain as defined above. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The determination of the center of C(T) will rely on properties of the 
skew-polynomial ring R = D [cc, a]. The ring R is the collection of all poly- 
nomials in x with coefficients from D under the usual polynomial addition, 
with multiplication defined using the property xd = d”x, d E D. For proper- 
ties of this ring the reader is referred to Jacobson [3, Chapter 31 and Cohn 
PI. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose c* E R generates a two-sided ideal of R. Then the 
center of R/Rc* consists of those cosets determined by elements of FJx’]. 
Proof. Using the (left or right) division algorithm of R, every coset of 
R/ Rc* is uniquely represented by a polynomial of degree less than degc*. 
(If c* is the zero polynomial, then the center of R is F&x’]; see Jacobson [3, 
p. 381.) Suppose f(x) = a,,x” + . . . + a,x+ a, determines a central coset in 
R/Rc*, wheredegf<degc*.ThenforeverydEDwe havef(r)d-df(x)E 
Rc*. Comparing the degree of f(x)d-df(x) with that of c* shows f(x)d 
= df (x), So for i=O,..., n we have aid”‘= da,, and this means that if a, #O, 
then r divides i. Hence f is a polynomial in x’ with coefficients from F. 
If r= 1, we are done. If r> 1, then degc* is a multiple of I and 
degf<degc*, which imply that the degree of f(x)x-xf(x) is less than 
degc*. This means f (x)x = xf (x), and so each ai E F,, and f E F,Jx’]. n 
If for o E V, f E R, we define fc = f (T)u, then V is a left R-module. It is 
easy to see that C(T) = End, ( V), the ring of R-endomorphisms of V. 
We recall that the semi-linear transformation T has a set of elementary 
divisors qr,. . . , q,,,, where each qi is an indecomposable polynomial in R. As 
an R-module we have 
V-R-Rq,@... @R-Rq,, 
where each R - Rq, is an indecomposable R-module. 
Any two nonzero polynomials f,g E R have a right greatest common 
divisor and a left least common multiple denoted by (f,g) and [ f,g] 
(Jacobson [3, p. 311). 
For f,gER we define Z(f,g)={hER:fh=h’g for some h’ER}, a 
subgroup of R. The set Rg is a subgroup of Z (f,g), and Z (f,g) - Rg is 
isomorphic to Horn, (R - Rf, R - Rg). If f= g, then E (f) = Z (f, f)/Rf is a 
ring, called the eigenring off. As a ring E ( f) is anti-isomorphic to End, (R - 
Rf) (Cohn [l, pp. 17-181). 
We recall that every nonzero polynomial f E R is bounded. This means 
there exists a unique nonzero manic polynomial f* E R having smallest 
degree such that f* generates a two-sided ideal of R and f is a right (and left) 
factor off*. 
Finally, every nonconstant polynomial f E R can be expressed as the 
product of irreducible polynomials. This factorization of f is unique up to 
similarity of polynomials (Jacobson [3, pp. 33341). The length of f is the 
number of irreducible factors in any such factorization off. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose T has only one elementary divisor q E R. Then the 
center K of C(T) is F,[ T’]. 
Proof It is clear that every S E F,[ T’] is a linear transformation on V 
which commutes with T, so F,[ T’] c K. 
Let q* be the bound of q. Then R/Rq*= E’(q),, the ring of nX n 
matrices with entries from E’(q), the opposite ring of E (q) (Cohn [l, p. 
2311). From Lemma 1 the center of R/Rq* is isomorphic to P,[T’], and 
hence so is the center of E’(q). But C(T) =EndR (R - Rq) = E’(q), so 
K = F,[ TV]. 
LEMMA 3. Let ql, q2 E R be indecomposable with bounds q:, qg, respec- 
tively. Then Z(q,,q,)-Rq,={O} iff(qT,q2*)=1. 
Proof. Since Z ( ql, q2) - Rq, = Horn, (R - Rq,,R - Rq,), it is enough to 
show Hom,(R - Rq,,R - Rq,)= (0) iff (qT,qz)= 1. 
Suppose Q is a nonzero R-homomorphism of Z? - Rq, into R - Rq,. The 
image of @ is a submodule N of R - Rq,, so N = Ra - Rq,, where q2 = a,a 
for some a, E R. The kernel of Q is of the form Rb - Rq,, where q1 = b,b for 
some b, E R. We have (R - Rq,)- (Rb- RqJ- R - Rb and (R - Rq,)- 
(Rb-RqJ-Ra-Rq,. But Ra-Rq,-R--u,, so R-Rb=R-Ru,, 
meaning b and ai are similar polynomials. This implies that q1 and q2 have 
right and left irreducible factors, respectively, which are similar. By [3, 
Theorem 21, p. 451, q1 has bound qf = ( p*)“l, where p* is the bound for any 
irreducible factor of q1 and n1 is the length of ql. Similarly for q2. Thus 
(9T>G)#I. 
Conversely, if (qt,q$)# 1, then q1 and q2 are the products of similar 
irreducible polynomials, and reversing the above steps shows Horn, (R - 
Rq,,R - Rq,) f (01. n 
LEMMA 4. Suppose q is an imdecomposable polynomial of length n. 
Then q has an indecomposable right factor of length i for all i, 1 < i < n. 
Proof. Let q* be the bound for q. Then q* = (p*)n, where p* generates 
a maximal ideal of R (Jacobson [3, p. 451). The length of q is equal to the 
length of a composition series for M= R - Rq. 
For i = 0, 1, . . , , n, let Ni = ( P*)~-~M, a submodule of M. We have 
(O}=No~Nl~~~ . CN,_,CN,=M. (1) 
The containments are proper, for if Ni = Ni+i, then ( p*)n-i-l(l+ Rq) E Ni, 
and this means that (p*)“-‘(l+ Rq) =O, contradicting (p*)” being the 
bound for q. 
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So (1) is a composition series for M, since it has the correct length. Each 
Ni has a composition series of length i, and Ni = Ru, - Rq for some right 
factor a, of 4. Since ui has length i and bound (p)‘, it follows that a, is 
indecomposable (Jacobson [3, p. 451). n 
Now let qi, . . . , qt be the elementary divisors for T. Then as an R-module, 
V has a decomposition into t cyclic subspaces 
V-R-Rql@* . . @R-Rq,. (2) 
Let A be the ring of t X t matrices whose (i, j)th entries are from I (qi,qj) - 
Rqi . Then C ( T) = End, ( V) = A’, where A0 is the opposite ring of A. 
LEMMA 5. The center of the ring A consists of diagonal matrices of the 
form diag(&, . . . , Et), where each Ei is in the center of E (qJ, and ci = ci if 
(qjYqi*)Z1. 
Proof. Suppose the t x t matrix ($) belongs to the center of A. Then 
( Cii) commutes with Eii, where Eii is the matrix with i in the ( j, j)th position 
and zeros elsewhere. The equation (Cii) Eji = Eli ( Cii) means Cii = 6 for all i # i. 
This is true for all i, so ($) is diagonal, say diag(ci, +. ,ZJ. It is clear that we 
must have each Ei in the center of E (qJ. So from the proof of Lemma 2 we 
may select ci E F,[ x7]. 
Assume (q:, q:) # 1 with the length of qi less than the length of qi. We 
claim there exists a uji E Z (qj, qJ such that (uii, qi) = 1. By Lemma 4, qj has an 
indecomposable right factor b whose length equals that of qi. Thus b and qi 
are similar, so there exists a uij E R such that (uii, qJ = 1 and [qi, uii] = buji 
= ulqi for some ui E R (Jacobson [3, p. 331). Since qi = ab for some a E R, we 
have qiuij = abut, = au,q,, and thus uji E Z(qi, qi). This proves the claim. 
If (q:,qT)# 1 with qi having length less than or equal to qj, then there 
exists a nonzero matrix Uii Eii = Bii having Gii in the ( i, i)th position and zeros 
elsewhere such that ( uii, qJ = 1. We have diag( zi, . . . , E,)Bij = Bii diag( ci,. . . , Et), 
and this means ciuii + Rqi = uiici + Rq,. So qi divides (cj - ci)uji with (qi,uti) 
= 1. Hence qi divides ci - ci, and this means c, + Rq, = cj + Rqi. n 
4. THE CENTER OF THE CENTRALIZER 
Let ql,. . . , qt be the elementary divisors of T. Then V has the decomposi- 
tion (2), and C(T) = End, (V) = A’, where A is the ring of t X t matrices 
whose (i, j)th entries are from Z (qi, qj) - Rqj. If S is central in C(T), then S 
corresponds to a central element of A, say diag(?,, . . . , i$ where each 
ci E Fo[x’] and ci = ci if (qt, qi*) # 1, by Lemma 5. If pi, . . . , t+ are the cyclic 
vectors of the subspaces of V in the decomposition (2), then S (vi) = cjui for 
all i. 
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We define an equivalence relation on { qi,. . . , qt} by qiwqj if (qjc, 47) # 1. 
Let N (qi) denote the equivalence class containing qi. We note that qj E N(Q) 
means ci = ci. If there are s distinct equivalence classes, we may reorder the 
qi’s, if necessary, so that 
(a) the classes N (qJ, . . . , N ( qS) are all distinct, 
(b) for i = 1,. , . , s the class N ( qi) has the property that if qt E N (qJ, then 
qr divides q:. 
Let f” be the minimal polynomial for T; then f” = qT * * . q:. For each i 
let a: =f* / qr. We have (a:, q:) = 1, and there exist central polynomials 
r~,s~ such that rj*ui* + si*qF = ci, If y: = ci - sTq*, then yTui = cir+ for all i 
such that qi EN (qJ, and yFoi =0 otherwise. Let y* = y: + . . * + y,*; then 
y*oi = cioi for all i, 1 < i < t. Since y* E F,,[x’], we have S(v) = yap for all 
L; E V, so S = y*(T) E FO[ T’]. This proves the main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let T be a semi-linear transformation on the finite- 
dimensional vector space V over the division ring D, where D is finite- 
dimensional over its center F. Let o be the automorphism of D associated 
with T, and let F, be the subfield of F left elementwise fixed under o. lf O* 
is the identity map on D for some integer r > 1 and no smaller positive power 
of o is an inner automorphism, then the center of C(T) is FJT’]. 
5. A MATRIX VERSION 
Suppose V has dimension n over D. With respect to a basis /3 for V the 
semi-linear transformation T can be represented by a matrix A ED,,, (see 
Jacobson [3, pp. 26-271). For S E C(T), let B be the matrix of S with respect 
to p. The equation ST= TS means, in matrix terms, that AB = BOA. In 
general, for A, B E D,, we say that B a-commutes with A if AB = BOA. The 
set of all matrices which u-commute with A forms a ring C,,(A). It is clear 
that C(T) = C,,(A) if A is the matrix of T with respect to some basis for V. 
THEOREM. Let D be a division ring finite-dimensional over its center F. 
Suppose u is an automorphism of D such that for some r > 1, u" is the 
identity map on D and no smaller positive power of u is an inner auto- 
morphism. Let F, be the subfield of F left elementwise fixed under u. Then 
if A ED,,, the center of C,,(A) is F,,[A”‘- - + + AnA]. 
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